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Micro Low Air Loss Mattress
The Micro Low Air Loss Mattress is perfect for those who may need an Alternating Air mattress. The Micro 
Low Air Loss Mattress features 20-separate air cells vented for air loss, and built-in Mattress Side Bolsters only 
from Keen®, preventing side sagging and increasing patient stability around side edges. All cells have a quick 
disconnect fitting for easy cell replacement. Continual air vents located in the middle section of the mattress helps 
the skin stay cool and dry around the trunk of the individual. The pump is whisper quiet and is equipped with 
low-pressure indicator light, adjustable pressure settings, and 30-minute max inflate setting. The pump is 16-liters 
of air per minute pump, yet it has adjustable pressure settings. Other features include a quick inflate and deflate 
CPR plug, with a 2″ convoluted CPR foam pad. Also included is a heavy-duty 4-way stretch top cover, which is 
vapor permeable and completely removable and washable.

SPECIFICATIONS:
—Up To & Including Stage IV Wounds
—Alternating Low Air Loss
—Weight Limit: 300 lbs
—Level Safety Edge
—10-in thick mattress
—4-way stretch incontinent resistant EZ cover

PRODUCT FEATURES & BENEFITS:
—Establish an ideal circulation and healing surface for high risk individuals
—10 adjustable pressure settings
—Dual mode capability: alternating low air loss or static low air loss therapy
—Adjustable cycle time from 3-20 minutes in 1-minute increments
—With 20 specific and separate, horizontally positioned, vented air cells, this mattress allows for TRUE low air 
     loss throughout the entire mattress
—All cells have a quick disconnect fitting for easy cell replacement
—Continual air vents located in the middle section of the mattress help the skin stay cool and dry around the 
    trunk of the individual
—Quick deflate CPR plug and quick connect air hose inflator included
—2-in convoluted foam safety pad for CPR purposes located below the air cells
—Fowler feature to boost seat inflation when the head is elevated
—Quiet blower which utilizes 1,700 liters of air per min
—Quick inflate feature helps with easy transferring
     and care changing
—Choose 4-in raised side bolsters on select sizes*
COVER:
—4-way stretch EZ fabric increases pressure
    distribution and prevents skin tears and shearing; 
    fluid-proof cover with a full non-skid bottom. This 
    durable cover is moisture and bacterial resistant, 
    easy to clean, and vapor permeable. Extra covers 
    are available.
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Level Internal Safety Edge
Size W x D - Weight Limit (SKU)

35” x 80” - 300lbs (EFFANMICRO 35X80 BOL)*
35” x 84” - 300lbs (EFFANMICRO 35X84 BOL)*
42” x 80” - 300lbs (EFFANMICRO 42X80 BOL)*

FRIENDLY KEEN TIP:
—Use 4-way stretch sheets to maximize comfort and 
     healing properties of the mattress


